CBR600RR  SPORTS

CBR600RR
The stunning new 2009 CBR600RR is set once again to stretch the boundaries of dynamic and visual motorcycle performance. Combining peerless speed on the race track with impeccable
road-going manners, the supremely compact and potent new machine allows an ever-wider range of riders - from near-novice to expert - to thrive and excel in the saddle. And for 2009, the
exciting addition of optional electronically-controlled Combined Anti-lock Brake System (e-CABS) puts the CBR600RR right at the forefront of enhancing confidence in motorcycle safety. Now
in its fourth generation, the 2009 machine builds on the heritage of blistering pace and supreme control set in 2003 by the first CBR600RR - and, like a fine wine made from the purest
ingredients, it’s improving with age. Clearly influenced by, and using technology derived from, Honda’s MotoGP campaign, the machine benefits from the common DNA it shares with the
World Championship winning RC211V and this year’s contender, the RC212V. With its twin philosophies of ultra light weight and easy, precise handling, the CBR600RR stands out from the
crowd, with every rider able to feel the pleasure of the Super Sport experience, even if they’re not an expert Super Sport rider. With key technical enhancements for 2009, the CBR600RR
reasserts its position as the leader in this most competitive of classes, with improved performance both as an accessible road-going machine and a proven race winner. Among the changes
for 2009 are updates to the CBR600’s ultra-compact engine which have improved the torque from 8,000 rpm to 12,000 rpm to give even better drivability and flexibility. The fairing has
been improved to enhance stability while reducing noise emission levels. And exciting new colour schemes are designed to attract a wider range of image-conscious riders.

AVERTO Alarm kit
08E55MFJ800A

Magnetic switch kit
08E56MCS800

Wheel sticker set - White
08F84MFJ810A

Compact alarm unit with siren with backup battery and
movement detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect
the battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by
means of connectors and pre-wiring. (included) Unscannable
random-encrypted remote control radio signal.

Optional magnetic switch that can be used to apply on rear seat
cowl/pillion seat, when Averto alarm is applied. This will allow
the customer to switch cowl/seat without hassle. (1 magnetic
switch kit included in the averto alarm/security kit).

White wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the “Honda
Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred.
The rounded shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set
ensures easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

Wheel sticker set - Red
08F84MFJ820A

Wheel sticker set - Lime Green
08F84MFJ880A

Racing sticker set - White / Blk Striping
08F84MFJ810B

Red wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the
“Honda Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred.
The rounded shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set
ensures easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

Lime green wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the
“Honda Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred.
The rounded shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set
ensures easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

White background ‘number plate stickers’ with black striping
with CBR600RR and Honda Racing logo’s contains 6 pieces:
2 for the front cowl and 4 for the rear cowl to ensure a
racer look with and without the optional rear seat cowl.
(recommended for the NHB01 graphite black unit colour).
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Racing sticker set - White / Red Striping
08F84MFJ820B

RACING STICKER SET
08F84MFJ830B

RACING STICKER SET
08F84MFJ840B

White background ‘number plate stickers’ with red striping with
CBR600RR and Honda Racing logo’s contains 6 pieces: 2 for the
front cowl and 4 for the rear cowl to ensure a racer look with and
without the optional rear seat cowl. (recommended for the R-157
Italian red and NHB01 graphite black unit colour).

White background front ‘number plate stickers’ with black
striping with CBR600RR and Honda Racing logo’s and black
background rear ‘number plate stickers’ with white striping.
Contains 6 pieces: 2 for the front cowl and 4 for the rear cowl to
ensure a racer look with and without the optional rear seat cowl.

White background ‘number plate stickers’ with blue striping
with CBR600RR and Honda Racing logo’s contains 6 pieces:
2 for the front cowl and 4 for the rear cowl to ensure a racer look
with and without the optional rear seat cowl. (recommended for
the PB-215C candy tahitian blue unit colour).

RACING STICKER SET
08F84MFJ850B

WHEEL & RACING STICKER KIT
08F84MFJ810

WHEEL & RACING STICKER KIT
08F84MFJ820

White background number plate stickers with green striping
feature CBR600RR and honda racing logos contains 2 pieces
for front cowl contains 4 pieces for rear cowl to ensure
a racer look with and without the optional rear seat cowl
recommended for unit colour NH-B01 graphite black/green.

Sticker set to give your bike that extra racy look. Contains
the wheel sticker set 08F84MFJ 810A and racing sticker set
08F84MFJ810B.(recommended for the NHB01 graphite black
unit colour).

Sticker set to give your bike that extra racy look. Contains
the wheel sticker set 08F84MFJ 820A and the racing sticker
set 08F84MFJ820B.(recommended for the R-157 Italian
red unit colour).

WHEEL & RACING STICKER KIT
08F84MFJ830

WHEEL & RACING STICKER KIT
08F84MFJ840

WHEEL & RACING STICKER KIT
08F84MFJ850

Sticker set to give your bike that extra racy look. Contains
the wheel sticker set 08F84MFJ 810A and the racing sticker
set 08F84MFJ830B.(recommended for the NH - A66P pearl
white unit colour).

Sticker set to give your bike that extra racy look. Contains
the wheel sticker set 08F84MFJ 830A and the racing sticker
set 08F84MFJ840B.(recommended for the PB-215C Candy
tahitian blue unit colour).

To give your bike that extra racy look contains wheel sticker
set 08F84-MFJ-810A and racing sticker set 08F84-MFJ-830B
recommended for unit colour NH-B01/GY-140M graphite black/
bright lime green metallic.

Meter panel
08F86MFJ800

Top bridge cover
08P54MFJ800

Rear seat cowl - NH-B01 Black 2007-2008 / 2010

A tailor made carbon print meter panel. This piece has a 3D
shape and surrounds the clock to give the bike a more focused
look of sharp, aggressive performance. The carbon pattern
matches the top bridge cover and tank pad/fuel lid cover.
Features the “Honda Racing” logo.

A tailor made carbon print top bridge cover. This piece has
a 3D shape and covers the upper triple clamp completely
to give the bike a more focused look of sharp, aggressive
performance. The carbon pattern matches the meter panel
and tank pad/fuel lid cover.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. NH-B01 Black. The
cowl features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

08F74MFJ810
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Rear seat cowl - R-157 Red 2007-2009
08F74MFJ820

Rear seat cowl - NH-A66P White 2007-2008 / 2010

08F74MFJ830

Rear seat cowl 2007 Only
08F74MFJ840

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. R-157 Red. The cowl
features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. NH-A66P white. The
cowl features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. PB-215C blue.
The cowl features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

Rear seat cowl 2009 Only
08F74MFJ180

Rear seat cowl 2009 Only
08F74MFJ850

Rear seat cowl - R334 Victory Red 2010 Only

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. NH-463DA darkness
black metallic. The cowl features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. GY140M green.
The cowl features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look of
sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy access
to the carrying space underneath. R334 - Victory Red. The cowl
features a 4-way adjustable seat pad.

Windscreen
08R80MFJ800

Carbon fiber front mudguard
08P08MFJ800

Carbon fiber hugger
08P09MFJ800

70% Black tinted windscreen gives the RR a more focused
look of sharp, aggressive performance. Height is identical to
the factory std. WVTA cleared.

Supreme quality carbon fiber front mudguard to give your
bike that extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat
guarantees the perfect finish. Featuring the “Honda Racing”
logo. 195 grams or 54,8% weight reduction compared to
factory std mudguard.

Supreme quality carbon fiber hugger to give your bike that
extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat guarantees
the perfect finish. Featuring the “Honda Racing” logo. 51 grams
or 61,1% weight reduction compared to factory std hugger.

Carbon fiber exhaust guard
08P69MFJ800

Carbon fiber exhaust guard - 2009-2010 Only

Rear maintenance stand
08M50MW0800

Supreme quality carbon fiber exhaust guard to give your
bike that extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat
guarantees the perfect finish. Featuring the “Honda Racing”
logo. 10 grams or 72,9% weight reduction compared to factory
std exhaust guard.

Supreme quality carbon fiber exhaust guard to give your
bike that extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat
guarantees the perfect finish. Featuring the “Honda Racing”
logo. 10 grams or 72,9% weight reduction compared to factory
std exhaust guard.

08P69MFJ800A

08F74MFJ860

A tilting tubular steel rear maintenance stand that lifts
the motorcycle by the end of its swingarm.
Facilitates bike cleaning and all rear wheel maintenance.
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U-Lock 123/217
08M53MEE800

Outdoor cycle cover
08P34BC2801

Indoor cycle cover
08P34MEE800

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

Cycle Cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays.Water
resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the
vehicle to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to
avoid fluttering which might damage the paintwork. Two holes
in front for U-lock.

A luxury red coloured indoor cycle cover with a classy design
showing the silhouette of the motorcycle, guarantees a nice
visual impression while protecting the bike indoor. Dust
repellent and breathable fabric does not allow condensation
to form. Internal use only.

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

Tank pad - HRC logo
08P61KAZ800B

Tank pad/fuel lid cover
08P61MEE800

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

Helps protect the tank from scratches. Lens coating, carbon
fiber looks, featuring HRC logo.

An HRC badged carbon print tank pad and fuel lid cap cover to
enhance the protection of your motorcycle. The carbon pattern
matches the meter panel and top bridge cover.

Protective film
08P73KBV800

Moriwaki 2007-08 Ex System ANO titanium

01810J31D400

Moriwaki 2007-08 Ex System WT titanium
01810J21D400

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit.

Full racing exhaust system. This system can be fitted to road
bike but the rear number plate holder will not fit on. We advise
not to fit to road bike unless it is only for track work!

Full racing exhaust system. This system can be fitted to road
bike but the rear number plate holder will not fit on. We advise
not to fit to road bike unless it is only for track work!

Moriwaki 07-08 Slip On Exhaust ZERO ANO Titanium

Moriwaki 07-08 Slip On Exhaust ZERO WT Titanium

01810LK1D400

01810LJ1D400

Moriwaki BACK STEP KIT 2007-08
05060101D400

Slip On.

Slip On.

Rearset Kit.
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Moriwaki SKID PAD 2007-08 BLACK Street
05030211D400

Moriwaki SKID PAD 2007-08 WHITE Street
05030201D400

Crash Knobs.

Crash Knobs.
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VFR800
For 20 years now, Honda’s world-renowned VFR has consistently been hailed as one of the finest all round motorcycles of any displacement. The VFR800 is a machine so
remarkably well tuned that it feels just as comfortable and confident flying up and down mountain passes, as it does cruising the highway. The latest version continues to offer a
unique fuel-injected V4 engine that produces a band of strong, accessible power through a two stage valve actuation system. Revisions to the VFR’s unique V4 VTEC sees a
smoothness in performance like never before, translating to low-end torque as well as the searing power that can be expected of high performing 4-valve mills. Styling as well as
effortless braking are integral to the design of the VFR. In addition to the fine-tuned aluminium chassis, the VFR also offers a specially configured Dual Combined Brake System to
ensure smooth and effective stops. The VFR’s bodywork takes high-speed aerodynamic design to a new level of excitement. Its striking 4-beam headlight system is arrayed in an
unmistakable ‘V’ pattern around a deeply angled windscreen, and its distinctive ‘European’ looks combine sharp angles and edges with sweeping curves that terminate in a
remarkable tail design. In true sport-tourer style, the VFR offers a matching luggage option for those who want to explore the wide open road for days on end. Pillion passengers
have been well looked after in the latest VFR’s artful design. With the bold ‘Centre-Up’ exhaust system located under its broad thickly padded seat, room was made to lower the
foot pegs to a more comfortable position. Wider, comfortably shaped cast resin hand grips can be easily attached or detached for the ultimate in riding comfort.

AVERTO Security kit
08E55MCW800A

Pannier kit - PB-257M Lapis Blue 2002-03
08L52MCW830

Pannier kit - R157 Italian Red 2002-2004
08L52MCW840

Compact alarm unit with siren, immobilizer and movement
detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect the
battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by means of
connectors and pre-wiring. (included). Unscannable randomencrypted remote control radio signal.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. PB-257M lapis blue. Pannier
stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included in
the pannier set.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. R157 italian red. Pannier stays
included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included in the
pannier set.

Pannier kit - PB-322P Pearl Heron Blue 2004- 05

Pannier kit - R-101C-U Candy Glory Red 2006 - 09

Pannier kit - NH-A64P Pearl Cosmic Black 2006-07

08L52MCW860

08L52MCW890

08L52MCW870

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. Pearl heron blue. Pannier
stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included
in the pannier set.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. R-101C-U candy glory red.
Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys
included in the pannier set.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. NH-A64P pearl cosmic black.
Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys
included in the pannier set.
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Pannier kit 2007 Only
08L52MCW1E0

Pannier kit 2005 Only
08L52MCW820

Pannier kit 2008 - 2009
08L52MCW8A0

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. PB-308P rothmans blue.
Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys
included in the pannier set.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. R-258M winning red. Pannier
stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included in
the pannier set.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. NH-A95M sword silver. Pannier
stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys included in
the pannier set.

Pannier kit 2009 Only
08L52MCW8B0

Top Box 45L 2002 - 2003
08L55MCW830

Top Box 45L 2002 - 2004
08L55MCW840

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
35-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. NH-A66P pearl sunbeam white.
Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys
included in the pannier set.

A 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on carrier and
features a locking quick-detach mounting system. Top box
lid produced in matching colour. PB-257M lapis blue. Top
box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included. To be
combined with top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

A 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on carrier and
features a locking quick-detach mounting system. Top box lid
produced in matching colour. R-157 italian red. Top box carrier,
pillion backrest and top box mat included. To be combined with
top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

Top Box 45L 2004 - 2005
08L55MCW8Y0

Top Box 45L 2006 - 2007
08L55MCW8J0A

Top Box 45L 2006 - 2009
08L55MCW8G0

A 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on carrier and
features a locking quick-detach mounting system. Top box lid
produced in matching colour. PB-322P pearl heron blue. Top
box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included. To be
combined with top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. NH-A64P pearl cosmic
black. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included.
To be combined with top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. R-101C-U candy glory
red. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included.
To be combined with top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

Top Box 45L 2007 Only
08L55MCW120A

Top Box 45L 2005 Only
08L55MCW8Z0

Top Box 45L 2008 - 2009
08L55MCW8Z0A

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system. Top
box lid produced in matching colour. Black - rothmans special.
Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included. To be
combined with top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. R-258M winning red.
Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included. To
be combined with top box sub carrier (08L42MCW800).

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. NH-A95M sword
silver. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat
included. To be combined with rear carrier (08L42MCW800).
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Top Box 45L 2009 Only
08L55MCW850B

REAR CARRIER (req’d with top box)
08L42MCW800

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L56MY5800

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. NH-A66P pearl
sunbeam white. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat
included. To be combined with rear carrier (08L42MCW800).

A black sturdy rear carrier with intgrated pillion grab
rails. Moving system included, top box carrier included in
top box. Attention: if no top box required, top box carrier,
08l42 MY5 C00 should be fitted on top of rear carrier to
obtain a smooth surface.

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to
33 litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file.
Black embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket. Comes
with adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying handle.

Top box pad
08P60KRJ800A

High windscreen
08R80MCW801

Pillion arm rest set
08U91MBT800

Additional pillion backrest pad on top box lower enhances
superior comfort.

A 50 mm taller windscreen that provides more extended wind
protection for larger riders. WVTA approved.

A set of 2 black polyurethane armrests installed on the RH&LH
side of the top box lid for even more pillion comfort.

Top box inner bag
08L56MCWA00

Pannier inner bag set
08L56MCW801

Meter panel
08F86MCW800

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to
33 litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file.
Black embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket. Comes
with adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying handle.

Set of 2, strong light gray nylon fabric, pannier inner bags that
protect their contents while offering handy straps for carrying
ease. 16 litre capacity each, front pocket included. Black
embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket.

A tailor made carbon print meter panel. This piece has a 3D
shape and surrounds the clock to give the bike a more focused
look of sharp, aggressive performance. The carbon pattern
matches the top bridge cover and tank pad/fuel lid cover.

Pannier cover set
08P34MCW800A

Top bridge cover
08P54MCW800

Top box cover
08P34MCW800B

A set of luxury L&R pannier indoor covers with a classy
design that protects the panniers, that can be used in
combination with the body cover or separately. Featuring
the “Hond wing” logo.

A tailor made carbon print top bridge cover. This piece has
a 3D shape and covers the upper triple clamp completely
to give the bike a more focused look of sharp, aggressive
performance. The carbon pattern matches the meter panel
and tank pad/fuel lid cover.

A luxury top box indoor cover with a classy design that protects
the top box, that can be used in combination with the body
cover or separately. Featuring the “Honda” logo.
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Indoor cycle cover
08P34MCW800

Body cover
08P34MCH000

Magnetic Tankbag
08L56KAZ800

A luxury indoor cycle cover with a classy design showing the
silhouette of the motorcycle in Honda red guarantees a nice
visual impression while protecting the bike indoor. Featuring
the “Honda” and “VFR” logos. Zippers guarantee a nice, tight fit
with or without panniers/top box.

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water
resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the
vehicle to dry covered. Rope to tighten the cover under part to
avoid fluttering which might damage the paintwork. Two holes
in front of the cover permits to introduce the U-lock.

Can contain an A4 size file (not A4 binder). Incl. rain cover.
Approx. 13L capacity.

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

Tank pad 2
08P61KAZ800F

Tank pad
08P61MCS800

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

Helps protect the tank from scratches.

A black polyurethane, rugged & padded tank protector helps to
protect the tank from scratches. Featuring A 3D “Honda” logo.

Protective film
08P73KBV800

Tank pad/fuel lid cover
08P61MEE800

U-Lock 120/340
08M53KAZ800

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit.

A carbon print tank pad and fuel lid cap cover to enhance the
protection of your motorcycle. The carbon pattern matches the
meter panel and top bridge cover.

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

Grip heater kit
08T50MCWKIT

Honda bond A
087120001

Patented, heat adjustable heated grips. Integrated circuit
automatically protects the battery from drain.

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.
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CBF1000
Sleek, fast and a non-stop joy to ride, the rider-friendly CBF1000 packs big, litre-class power into a midsized chassis that exudes high-powered performance and easy-riding
confidence on every road it travels. Powered by the same high-revving engine that shot the first-generation CBR1000RR Fireblade to dramatic wins on racetracks around the
world, the CBF1000 delivers strong thrusts of acceleration in the low-to-mid rev range that most riders most often use. Its chassis, suspension and brakes are also top-notch,
and contribute to the CBF’s sporty and swiftly responsive handling capabilities. Whatever sort of riding strikes your fancy, the CBF1000 helps you enjoy it to the max.

AVERTO Alarm kit
08E55MFA800A

Crankcase ornament - NH-A48P Nightstar black

Crankcase ornament - R-320P Pearl sienna red.

08F48MFA870A

08P61MFA860A

Compact alarm unit with siren with backup battery and
movement detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect
the battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by
means of connectors and pre-wiring. (included) Unscannable
random-encrypted remote control radio signal.

Colour matched ornament is placed on the crankcase
cover to give a nice personal touch to the bike. NH-A48P
nightstar black.

Colour matched ornament is placed on the crankcase cover to
give a nice personal touch to the bike. R-320P pearl sienna red.

Hugger
08F63MFA800

Hugger - NH-A48P Nightstar black.
08F63MFA870

Hugger - R-320P Pearl sienna red.
08F63MFA860

An incolour silver metallic rear wheel hugger which gives
a more classy look to the bike and protects the rear shock
absorber from dirt.

Rear wheel hugger in matching colour, which gives a more
classy look to the bike and protects the rear shock absorber
from dirt. NH-A48P nightstar black.

Rear wheel hugger in matching colour, which gives a more
classy look to the bike and protects the rear shock absorber
from dirt. R-320P pearl sienna red.
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Rear seat cowl
08F74MFA870

Rear seat cowl
08F74MFA860

29L pannier colour panel set
08F84MER8P0

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that installs on top
of the pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while
still providing easy access to the carrying space underneath.
NH-A48P nightstar black.

A easy to mount rear seat cowl assembly that installs on top
of the pillion seat to give the bike a more focused look while
still providing easy access to the carrying space underneath.
R-320P pearl sienna red.

NH-A48P nightstar black.

29L pannier colour panel set
08F84MER8F0

Meter panel
08F86MFA800

Rear carrier
08L42MFA800

R-320P pearl sienna red.

A tailor made carbon print meter panel. This piece has a 3D
shape and surrounds the clock to give the bike a more focused
look. The carbon pattern matches the top bridge cover and
tank pad/fuel lid cover.

A black sturdy rear carrier with intgrated pillion grab rails.
Required for KTF & MCW top boxes.

Top box carrier
08L42MCWB00

29L pannier kit
08L52MFA800

33L Pannier kit
08L52MFA870

An injection-moulded resin top box carrier that bolts directly
to the top box bracket 08Z51 MFA 800. To be combined with
top box bracket 08Z51 MFA 800. Attention: for KTF & EWL
top boxes only.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
29-litre panniers. Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel
and 2 x keys included in the pannier set.

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
33-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. NH-A48P nightstar black.
Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys
included in the pannier set.

33L Pannier kit
08L52MFA860

Top box 35L
08L55KTF8Z0B

Top box 35L - R-320P Pearl Sienna Red
08L55KTF8P0B

A set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated
33-litre panniers produced in matching colour. Each pannier
can contain 1 full face helmet. R-320P pearl sienna red.
Pannier stays included. Additional lock barrel and 2 x keys
included in the pannier set.

A 35L easy detachable top box.To be combined with 08L42
MFA 800, 08L42 MCW B00 & 08Z51 MFA 800. Can store 1 F.F.
helmet or 2 O.F. helmets. Top box lid produced in matching
colour. NH-A48P nightstar black. Top box pad NOT included.

A 35L easy detachable top box.To be combined with 08L42
MFA 800, 08L42 MCW B00 & 08Z51 MFA 800. Can store 1 F.F.
helmet or 2 O.F. helmets. Top box lid produced in matching
colour. R-320P pearl sienna red. Top box pad NOT included.
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08L55MCW8X0A

Top box 45L - R-320P Pearl Sienna Red
08L55MCW8T0A

35L Top box inner bag
08L56KPR800

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. NH-A48P nightstar
black. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat
included. Must be combined with rear carrier 08L42 MFA 800
and 35 & 45L top box bracket 08Z51 MFA 800.

A capacious 45-litre top box that mounts on a sturdy bolt-on
carrier and features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Top box lid produced in matching colour. R-320P pearl sienna
red. Top box carrier, pillion backrest and top box mat included.
Must be combined with rear carrier 08L42 MFA 800 and 35 &
45L top box bracket 08Z51 MFA 800.

Black nylon. Expands from 15 litre to 25 litre capacity. Handy front
pocket can store an A4 file. Silver Honda wing logo on front pocket.
Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle.

45 L Top box Inner bag
08L56MY5800

Pannier inner bag set - DELUXE finish
08L56MCW801

Top box Inner bag - DELUXE finish
08L56MCWA00

Black nylon. Expands from 21 litre to 33 litre capacity. Handy
front pocket can store a A4 file. Silver Honda wing screen print
logo on front pocket. Comes with adjustable shoulder belt and
carrying handle. Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.

Set of 2, strong light gray nylon fabric, pannier inner bags that
protect their contents while offering handy straps for carrying
ease. 16 litre capacity each, front pocket included. Black
embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket.

Light gray nylon. Black zippers. Expands from 21 litre to
33 litre capacity. Handy front pocket can store a A4 file.
Black embroyded Honda wing logo on front pocket. Comes
with adjustable black shoulder belt and black carrying handle.
Fits in both MY5 & MCW top box.

Magnetic Tankbag
08L56KAZ800

Cargo net
08L63KAZ011

U-lock 120/340
08M53KAZ800

Can contain an A4 size file (not A4 binder). Incl. rain cover.
Approx. 13L capacity.

Holds luggage to RR carrier/pillion seat. Black.

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat.

Top box mat set
08P11KTF800

Outdoor cycle cover
08P34BC3801

Pannier cover set
08P34MCW800A

Black synthetic mat to be installed in the top box. The mat will
surface the bottom of the KTF top box.

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water
resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the
vehicle to dry covered.

A set of luxury L&R pannier indoor covers with a classy
design that protects the 33L panniers unattched from the unit.
Featuring the “Honda wing” logo.

Top box 45L - NH-A48P Pearl Nightstar black
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Top box cover
08P34MCW800B

Top bridge cover
08P54MFA800

Top box pad
08P60KTF800A

A luxury 45 litre top box indoor cover with a classy design that
protects the top box unattached from the unit. Featuring the
“Honda” logo.

A tailor made carbon print top bridge cover. This piece has a
3D shape and covers the upper triple clamp completely to give
the bike a more focused look. The carbon pattern matches the
meter panel and tank pad/fuel lid cover.

Pillion backrest pad on top box lid enhances superior comfort.
For 35L KTF top box.

Top box pad
08P60KRJ800A

Tank pad
08P61KAZ800A

Tank pad
08P61KAZ800B

Additional pillion backrest pad on top box lower enhances
superior comfort. For MCW top box.

Helps protect the tank from scratches.Lens coating, carbon
fiber looks, featuring Honda Wing logo.

Helps protect the tank from scratches. Lens coating, carbon
fiber looks, featuring HRC logo.

Tank pad 2
08P61KAZ800F

Tank pad/fuel lid cover
08P61MEE800

Knucle visor set
08P72MFA800

Helps protect the tank from scratches.

An HRC badged carbon print tank pad and fuel lid cap cover to
enhance the protection of your motorcycle.

Set of 2 black polymer knuckle visors that attach to the front
upper cowl to further improve wind protection.

Protective film
08P73KBV800

Top box bracket (floating system)
08Z51MFA800

Grip heater kit
08T50MFAKIT2

A4 size, protects paintwork against scratches.Self adhesive,
may be cut to suit.

Bracket for rear carrier 08L42 MFA 800. Required for KTF &
MCW top boxes.

Patented 5 step heat adjustable grip heater. Integrated circuit
automatically protects the battery from drain.
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Pillion arm rest set
08U91MBT800

Honda bond A
087120001

A set of 2 black polyurethane armrests installed on the RH&LH
side of the top box lid for even more pillion comfort. For 45 litre
top box only.

Special heat resistant glue for heated grips.
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CBR1000RR
The world of motorcycling is already well aware of the CBR1000RR Fireblade’s standing in the elite realms of the ultimate sports bike. Incredibly light, fast and controllable, the iconic
Fireblade has built a well-deserved reputation for delivering the full-blooded joy of extreme performance. Almost miraculously, it manages to combine this with a smooth, refined and
cultured experience that makes every ride a pleasure, even when it’s not ten tenths. For 2009, the Fireblade sees the addition of high performance electronically-controlled Combined
Anti-lock Brake System (e-CABS) as an option. Continuing Honda’s determination to enhance motorcycle safety at every opportunity, the highly-advanced e-CABS is a remarkable and
ground-breaking first for a bike in its class. For many years e-CABS has offered a dramatic confidence benefit to emergency braking situations where the machine’s wheels can lock,
resulting in a loss of control. But never before has a system been developed that has the necessary refinement, low weight and performance to suit a Super Sports bike like the
Fireblade. Until now. Honda has developed an all-new, lightweight system that benefits the Total Control concept of the entire bike. For a minimal weight increase, the confidence of
e-CABS can now be enjoyed by the Super Sports rider who demands the highest performance in every facet of a motorcycle.

AVERTO Alarm kit
08E55MFL800A

Hugger - Repsol 2009
08F63MFL800B

Rear seat cowl - R-258 Red - 2008
08F74MFL110

Compact alarm unit with siren with backup battery and
movement detector. Low consumption sleep mode to protect
the battery from drain. Easy and reliable installation by means
of connectors and pre-wiring. (included) Unscannable randomencrypted remote control radio signal. The alarm can not be
combined with the U-lock.

Hugger - Repsol Hugger 2009 (Not for ABS).

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. R-258 red.

Rear seat cowl - NH-B01 Black - 2008 - 2010

08F74MFL130

Rear seat cowl - NHA30M Silver - 2008
08F74MFL150

Rear seat cowl
08F74MFL820

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. NH-B01 Black.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. NHA30M silver.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look of
sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy access
to the carrying space underneath. NH-66P sunbeam white.
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Rear seat cowl - Y124P Yellow - 2008
08F74MFL160

Rear seat cowl - R-334 Victory Red (2009 - 2010)

08F74MFL190

Rear seat cowl - Repsol 2009
08F74MFL800A

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. Y124P yellow.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. R-334 Victory Red

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. REPSOL.

Rear Seat Cowl - YR263P Pearl Fire Orange

08F74MFL170

Rear seat cowl 2008
08F74MFL840

Carbon fibre crank case cover set
08F48MFL800

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look of
sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy access
to the carrying space underneath. YR263P Pearl Fire Orange.

A replacement rear seat cowl assembly that installs in place
of the pillion seat pad to give the bike a more focused look
of sharp, aggressive performance while still providing easy
access to the carrying space underneath. R-101CU red.

Supreme quality carbon covers featuring the Honda racing logo
for the clutch cover & crank shaft cover on the RH cases, ACG
on the LH case.

Carbon fibre crank case cover set
08F48MFL800Z

Carbon fibre front mudguard
08P08MFL800

Carbon fibre hugger
08P09MFL800

Supreme quality carbon covers featuring the Honda racing logo
for the clutch cover & crank shaft cover on the RH cases.

Supreme quality carbon fiber front mudguard to give your
bike that extra racy look. Soft edges and applied clear coat
guarantees the perfect finish and U.V. resistance. Featuring the
“Honda Racing” logo.

Not for ABS.

Racing sticker set
08F84MFL810A

Racing sticker set
08F84MFL820A

Racing sticker set
08F84MFL830A

Contains 1 white background front number plate sticker
with red striping and 1 white background rear seat cowl
numberplate sticker with red striping and CBR logo.
(recommended for the red unit colour).

Contains 1 white background front number plate sticker
with black striping and 1 white background rear seat cowl
numberplate sticker with black striping and CBR logo.
(Recommended for the black unit colour).

Contains 1 white background front number plate sticker with
glory red striping and 1 white background rear seat cowl
numberplate sticker with glory red striping and CBR logo.
(Recommended for the glory red unit colour).
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Racing sticker set
08F84MFL840A

Wheel sticker set - White
08F84MFJ810A

Wheel sticker set - Red
08F84MFJ820A

Contains 1 white background front number plate sticker
with black striping and 1 black background rear seat cowl
numberplate sticker with white striping and CBR logo.
(recommended for the white unit colour).

White wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the “Honda
Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The rounded
shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures easy
operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

Red wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the “Honda
Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The rounded
shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures easy
operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

Wheel sticker set - Candy Red
08F84MFJ850A

E-cushion comfort rider’s seat
08F82MFL800

Rear seat bag
08L56MFL800B

Candy red wheel striping sticker set for 2 rims. Features the
“Honda Racing” logo which can be applied if preferred. The
rounded shape (3-piece per rim side) of the sticker set ensures
easy operation and perfect fit on a 17 inch wheel.

Replacement comfort rider’s seat. This Honda unique and patented
technology based on an elastomere mesh (elastomere = e-cushion)
offers unrivalled seating comfort for the rider. Compared to standard
seat material it offers: - Excellent body pressure dispertion by
increasing the contact surface by 12% - Improves the cushioning
action thanks to a 1.5 times improved impact absorbation

Forms together with the Tank bag a weekend touring concept.
The rear seat bag can contain the larger items. With this
concept you have all the lugage you need for a weekend trip
without compromising your riding comfort or the bike’s riding
qualities. Volume: 19L. Featering the Honda Racing logo.

Tank bag
08L57MFL800B

U-Lock
08M53MFL800

Indoor cycle cover
08P34MFL800

Forms together with the Rear Seat bag a weekend touring
concept. The tankbag can contain all valuable items or items
you immediately need during your trip. With this concept
you have all the lugage you need for a weekend trip without
compromising your riding comfort or the bike’s riding qualities.
Preserves the slim racy look of the bike.

A tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock designed to be easily
carried in the receptacle under the seat. The U-lock can not
be combined with the averto alarm kit (08E55MFL800A)
since there is no space left under the seat for the tool kit
and owners manual.

A tailor made luxury red coloured indoor cycle cover with a classy
design showing the silhouette of the motorcycle, guarantees a
nice visual impression while protecting the bike indoor. It repeats
the CBR Fireblade logo from the side fairing. Dust repellent and
breathable fabric does not allow condensation to form.

Indoor cycle cover - Repsol
08P34MFL800A

Outdoor cycle cover
08P34BC2801

Fairing Scuff pad set
08P61MFL800

A tailor made luxury red coloured indoor cycle cover with a classy
design showing the silhouette of the motorcycle, guarantees a
nice visual impression while protecting the bike indoor. It repeats
the CBR Fireblade logo from the side fairing. Dust repellent and
breathable fabric does not allow condensation to form.

Body cover material protects paintwork against U.V. rays. Water
resistant, manufactured from breathable fabric which allow the
vehicle to dry covered.

These black nylon pad set is attached to the widest part of
the fairing to improve protection from scratches. Features the
Honda Racing logo.
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Tank pad - Honda Wing logo
08P61KAZ800A

Tank pad - HRC logo
08P61KAZ800B

Tank pad/fuel lid cover - HRC logo
08P61MEE800

Helps protect the tank from scratches. Lens coating, carbon
fiber looks, featuring Honda Wing logo.

Helps protect the tank from scratches. Lens coating, carbon
fiber looks, featuring HRC logo.

An HRC badged carbon print tank pad and fuel lid cap cover to
enhance the protection of your motorcycle. The carbon pattern
matches the meter panel and top bridge cover.

Tank pad
08P61MEJ800

High windscreen - Dark Tinted
08R80MFL800

High windscreen - Clear
08R80MFL800A

A 3-piece carbon fiber adhesive-backed tank protector pad
set designed to be attached on the fuel tank where extra
protection from scuffing and scratches is desired.

A dark tinted windscreen featuring the Honda Racing logo giving the
RR a more focused look of sharp, aggressive performance. 27.4 mm
higher than factory standard improving wind protection while keeping
the excellent manouverability of the bike at high speeds. Including a
small sun visor, which does not limit the view of the rider, to ensure
protection of the instrument panel against extreme heat from the sun.

A clear windscreen featuring the Honda Racing logo giving the RR
a more focused look of sharp, aggressive performance. 27.4 mm
higher than factory standard improving wind protection while keeping
the excellent manouverability of the bike at high speeds. Including a
small sun visor, which does not limit the view of the rider, to ensure
protection of the instrument panel against extreme heat from the sun.

Repsol Tinted Windscreen 2009
08R80MFL800D

Repsol Sticker for 2009 tinted screen
08R80MFL800E

08-09 ZERO OVAL Titanium ANO Racing Full Ex Single System

A dark tinted windscreen featuring the Honda Racing logo giving the RR a
more focused look of sharp, aggressive performance. 27.4 mm higher than
factory standard improving wind protection while keeping the excellent
manouverability of the bike at high speeds. Including a small sun visor,
which does not limit the view of the rider, to ensure protection of the
instrument panel against extreme heat from the sun. Includes “epso” sticker.

“Epso” sticker for high genuine accessories screen.

WT = White Titanium full race only system.

08-09 ZERO OVAL Titanium WT Racing Full Ex Single System

Moriwaki Rearset CBR1000RR 08-09 Street

01810J21E200

05060201E200

ANO = Rainbow Titanium full race only system.

6 Way adjustment on street version.

01810J31E200
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VFR1200F
The VFR1200F has been developed in keeping with previous VFRs; that have delivered a combination of sports and touring capabilities using the latest technologies.
This motorcycle is, however, brand new. A clean-sheet interpretation of the ultimate road-sport machine – a concept driven by extensive understanding of customer
needs and the adoption of state-of-the-art technologies. In pursuit of heightened levels of control and feedback, the VFR1200F adopts the latest race-track bred
technologies but adapted and evolved to create a machine that can be many things to many riders. The harmonic growl of the flexible and responsive V4 motor may
rekindle the emotions inspired by previous iconic VFRs, but its unique ‘heartbeat’ engine feel and an unrivalled level of manageability sets the new VFR apart, not only
from its predecessors - but also from every bike currently available.

QUARTET HARNESS
08A30MGE800

AVERTO ALARM KIT
08E55MGE800

HUGGER - BLACK
08F63MGE800

To connect navigation and/or grip heater kit and/or
12V DC socket.

Compact alarm unit with 118DB siren and back-up battery
low-consumption sleep mode to protect the battery from
draining movement and shock detector featuring 8 sensitivity
settings easy and reliable model-specific installation by means
of connectors and pre-wiring.

Protects the rear shock absorber from dirt - black.

29L PANNIER SET - R-342C - Candy Prominence Red

29L PANNIER SET - NH-A14M - Seal Silver Metallic

08L51MGE810

08L51MGE830

PANNIER INNER BAG SET
08L56MGE800B

Set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated 29L
panniers produced in matching colour. Left pannier can contain
most full-face helmets. Direct fitment on the bike (no need for
pannier stays). Operated with the unit key. R-342C - candy
prominence red.

Set of specially designed, aerodynamic and fully integrated 29L
panniers produced in matching colour. Left pannier can contain
most full-face helmets. Direct fitment on the bike (no need for
pannier stays). Operated with the unit key. NH-A14M - seal
silver metallic.

Set of two fashionable and carryable black pannier inner bags
with black zippers and black honda wing logo. 18L of carrying
capacity each with handle and straps for carrying ease. Fits
perfectly the 29L VFR1200 panniers.
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PANNIER INNER BAND SET
08L45MGE800

31L TOP BOX - R-342C - Candy Prominence Red

31L TOP BOX - NH-A14M - Seal Silver Metallic

08L55MGE810A

08L55MGE830A

Elastic bands to support and keep the luggage secure in the
pannier includes one centre buckle and four hooks for easy
and secure strapping.

31L of carrying capacity. Can store 1 full-face helmet and
more. Features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Double link hinges and integrated sealing creates a new level
of smooth design. Top box lid produced in matching colour. Kit
includes: top box carrier & bracket - rear carrier - top box pad mat & straps. R-342C - Candy Prominence Red

31L of carrying capacity. Can store 1 full-face helmet and
more. Features a locking quick-detach mounting system.
Double link hinges and integrated sealing creates a new level
of smooth design. Top box lid produced in matching colour. Kit
includes: top box carrier & bracket - rear carrier - top box pad mat & straps. NH-A14M - Seal Silver Metallic

TOP BOX INNER BAG
08L56MGE800A

GRIP HEATER KIT - Requires 08A30MGE800
08T50MGE800

12V DC SOCKET KIT - Requires 08A30MGE800

Fashionable and carryable black inner bag with black zippers
and black honda wing logo. Fits perfectly the 31L top box and
comes with adjustable shoulder belt and carrying handle.
Approximately 20L of carrying capacity and matches the pannier
inner bags 08L56 MGE 800B and the tank bag 08L56 MGE 800.

Extremely slim heated grips with integrated control for maximum
rider comfort and design integration with 3 step variable heating
levels. An integrated circuit to protect the battery from draining
and smart heat allocation that focuses on the area of the hands
most sensitive to cold. Special heat-resistant glue available. Must
be combined with quartet harness 08A30 MGE 800.

Powers additional electric equipment. Includes a specific
bracket which positions it under the seat. Must be combined
with quartet harness 08A30 MGE 800.

PRO HONDA Handgrip Cement
087120001

TANK BAG
08L56MGE800

TOURING - SCREEN EXTENSION
08R80MGE800

Special heat-resistant glue for heated grips.

Fashionable and carryable black tank bag,includes a tank cover with presets
for easy installation and operation. Tank cover features an embroidered VFR
logo. Approximately 7L of carrying capacity and features handy outside and
inside pockets. Features the Honda wing logo and comes with adjustable
shoulder belt and carrying handle. Includes a rain cover and matches the top
box inner bag 08L56 MGE 800A and pannier inner bags 08L56 MGE 800B.

3 position variable add-on windscreen spoiler which perfectly
integrates in the unit design and extends wind protection while
maintaining excellent driveability. Complies with european
WVTA homologation (Whole Vehicle Type Approval).

FAIRING DEFLECTOR SET
08R81MGE800

OUTDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34MCH000

INDOOR CYCLE COVER
08P34MGE800

Set of two fairing deflectors offers increased wind protection.
Colour matches the common silver unit accents.

Protects paintwork against U.V rays. Water-resistant,
breathable fabric that allows the bike to dry while covered.
Rope to tighten the cover to avoid fluttering and two holes in
front lower area for easy introduction of u-lock. Can be fitted
when top box and panniers are fitted.

Luxury indoor cycle cover for extra protection which
features classy motorcycle silhouette design in black,
as well as embroidered Honda and VFR logos. Integrated
zippers and stretchable material guarantee a perfect fit
with panniers and/or the top box.

08V70MGE800
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CARGO NET
08L63KAZ011

U-LOCK 123/217
08M53MEE800

PROTECTIVE FILM
08P73KBV800

Holds luggage to rear carrier and pillion seat. - Black colour.

Tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock which fits under the seat.

A4 size, may be cut to suit. Helps protect paintwork against
scratches. Self-adhesive.

